feng shui

By Danielle Taylor

A door-facing desk surrounded by natural
elements and ample light helps create a
calm, productive workspace.

Live In Harmony
The ancient Chinese practice of feng shui is well-grounded in practical design.
Here’s how to incorporate its time-tested balancing techniques into your home.

shui is based on thousands of years of
empirical studies,” explains Viviana
Estrada, certified feng shui consultant,
and founder and principal consultant of
Feng Shui Mind of South Florida. “The
Chinese people started to find a correlation between things happening in the
world and things happening in the universe. They compiled data for years and
came to certain conclusions. If you do it
right, it always works.”
Homeowners building a custom
home from scratch have the opportunity to make the best possible choices
for their home in every aspect of its siting, orientation, layout, materials, decor
and more. Incorporating the principles
of feng shui into at least some of these
decisions may pay off in the form of a
more peaceful atmosphere that provides
the base for a balanced life. While Estrada stresses the need for homeowners
to consult a certified feng shui professional for personalized advice on the numerous elements contributing to their
home’s environmental energy, she offers
the following general recommendations.
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With mountains behind
it and water in front, this
home is ideally situated for
positive energy flow.

E

Evolving over 6,000 years in China,
the traditional practice of feng shui incorporates astrological and geographical elements to create an aesthetic balance that
promotes positive energy flow. Although
many see it as an antiquated system that
has no place in the modern age of reason,
the reality is that, all mysticism aside,
many of the core principles of feng shui
line up directly with the basic tenets of
traditional Western home construction.
Before mechanized climate control
and modern building practices made it
possible to establish a functioning home
just about anywhere, builders took a

number of natural elements into account when siting and constructing a
home. Factors such as prevailing winds,
exposure to the sun, capacity for drainage and proximity to water and other resources were all vital considerations for
any home’s planning.
Feng shui combines these principles
with the mystical properties of the lunar
calendar, an occupant’s birth month, the
energetic forces of their home’s location
and more to create a highly personalized
system that establishes the best possible
energy flow and balance for a home.
“As with every other science, feng

Orientation and Environment
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veryone’s lived in that one
awful apartment or home
where the lighting was
terrible, the layout made
no sense, and everything just felt … off.
When the elements of your home are
out of sync with your needs, it’s hard to
find comfort in the one place where you
should be able to relax and recharge.
Designing and decorating a home following the principles of feng shui may
help alleviate some of the stress created
by a poorly planned atmosphere, giving
you a sense of peace and harmony that
can positively affect your entire life.
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select the light
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family, and your
home.

“The classical form [of feng shui] is based
on the environment,” says Estrada. “Being close to water and to the mountains
is good,” a fortunate circumstance for
many cabin owners. In general, she says,
“you want the mountain or higher land
behind you, and the water or open land
in front of you.” This works perfectly for
homeowners building on a slope with the
home facing out to capture the best views.
Another factor to consider is your
home’s surroundings. The woodland or
otherwise non-urban location of many
cabins plays to their advantage in terms
of feng shui. “The more natural environment [a home] has around it, the bet-
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ter,” says Estrada. However, it’s important
to maintain plenty of open space outside
the front door, not blocked by trees or
other disturbances. “The main door is the
home’s mouth of energy. In order to have
energy to come into the house, there must
be space where it can rest before it can go in
and space to rest before it goes into another
room.”
Lighting is another major element in
a home’s atmosphere, but too much of a
good thing can quickly turn into a negative factor. “Generally speaking, you don’t
want to be overpowered with light,” offers
Estrada, “but you don’t want too much
dark, either. Everything needs its balance.”

Layout and Design
Although octagonal sunrooms, separate
master-suite wings and the like are popular with modern homeowners, in terms of
feng shui, a square or rectangular footprint
offers the best energy flow. “Little indentations are OK, but you don’t want to miss
any coordinate or piece — it shows something is missing in your life,” explains
Estrada. This concept applies to both the
overall structure as well as the shape of the
interior rooms.
Creating good pathways for energy
flow requires proper consideration of door
placement and blind corners. Although
you don’t want energy to get trapped in one
space with no outlet, you don’t want to create a design that allows it to escape too easily, either. Estrada advises homeowners not
to place another exterior door in line with
the main door, as that will lead to energy
leaving the home too quickly to have a positive impact.

Finishing and Furnishing
“Feng shui is based on five Chinese elements: water, wood, fire, earth and metal,”
says Estrada. Sustainable, conscientious
use of these natural elements in the home
will create a more balanced atmosphere
than artificial materials will allow. Log
construction can provide a good base
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Charmingly Authentic Reproductions
Fine quality baths, showers, waterclosets and accessories.
Create your dream bath with Sunrise Specialty. Most tubs are available with white,
black or biscuit interiors and exteriors, and custom painting is available for the exteriors
of all tubs. All Sunrise tubs feature the long life and stain resistance only Titanium
Porcelain can provide. Each style is a timeless expression of true classic design
adding vintage character to be enjoyed for years to come.
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for this, but it’s important to not let the
heaviness of logs overpower a space. For
example, Estrada strongly advises against
placing a beam directly above a bed, as
that will force pressure on the sleeper.
The placement of furnishings is paramount to creating a peaceful, harmonious
space. Desks, for example, should be positioned so that the occupant has a view of
the door, as it’s difficult to work where you
can’t see who or what may be approaching. In bedrooms, the bed should always
be positioned against a wall and in view
but not in line with the door. This placement offers the most stability and security
for the occupants, allowing them to truly
let go of their worries at the end of the day
and enjoy restful slumber.
Mirrors and other reflective materials
can be used to attract or deflect energy
flow, and a balance of colors throughout
the home will also help achieve harmony. Each sector of the home represents a
different element — for example, water
to the north, wood to the southeast and
fire to the south — so colors representing
the appropriate element will amplify the
positive energy of each area. Because feng
shui is a fluid science that changes each
year, it’s best to incorporate color through
the use of tapestries, rugs and other
moveable objects. A feng shui expert can
help prescribe the correct combination of
colors and energy-focusing decor for your
home.
Although feng shui can improve many
aspects of life and create a more harmonious atmosphere in your home, Estrada
stresses that its principles, especially
when used out of context, will not necessarily provide a cure-all. “You’re not going to solve all of your problems and fix
every area of your life with these implements and recommendations,” she says,
“but they can help you find peace.”
To find a certified feng shui consultant who can offer a focused assessment
with advice for your home, visit ifsguild
.org. CBC

